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 As we’ve often said—and thought with an inner smile—writing the Acknowledgment 
page always feels good to us, as we are reminded of all of the help and support we’ve 
received in producing the Folio.

 In 2009, Paula Nowick came up with idea of asking for Guest Editors to support 
and help with the first round edits of our writers—what a brilliant idea!—and we’ve been 
utilizing that process ever since.

 So, in the Guest Editing department we have a number of people that we’d like to 
thank, for helping and supporting our writers—and consequently us—with this particular 
Folio. Our heartfelt thanks to: Gordon Adam, John Amodeo, Debbie Belne, Ken Benau, 
Stormy Brandenberger, Jenny Cutshall, Frans Depestele, Barbara Dickinson, Katarina 
Halm, Josiah Hincks, Ruth Hirsch, Larry Hurst, Jim Iberg, Jocelyn Kahn, Susan Lennox, 
Miriam M, Elizabeth Morana, Herbert Schroeder, Anna Willman. We really are deeply 
grateful for your help and support—and so are your writers! 

Cover Art: We are particularly delighted to acknowledge the person who provided the 
cover art for us, for this issue. Her name is Shay Nowick—and yes, she is Paula’s daughter! 
We had a vision of what we wanted this cover to look like (in terms of ‘crossing’) and Paula 
said, “My daughter can do that!”—and so she did. We asked Shay if there was anything she 
wanted to say here and she told us just to say, “I am proud to be able to contribute to her 
(Paula’s) work.” And we are proud that you did. Thank you Shay.

Layout and Design: We’re running out of adjectives to describe the brilliance of 
Carolyn Kasper, with whom we’ve been working for a LONG TIME. The ‘best of it’ and 
the ‘worst of it’ are exactly the same: She finds every little dot, every missed space, every 
comma, every punctuation error, and every single bit-that-we’ve missed (of course thinking 
that we’ve sent her perfectly ‘clean’ articles), and for her kindness and PATIENCE. We are 
ever grateful, and still in awe of her capabilities after all these years. Thank you, Carolyn!

Webmaster: Once again, we thank our Webmaster, Bill Silverman, not only for his 
support, but for his patience with those of us (ah hem ...!) who are considerably less ‘techy’ 
than he is and don’t really understand the process of getting our efforts on-line, but there it 
is, thanks to you. We are grateful.

The Focusing Institute: Finally, our ongoing gratitude to TFI for your ongoing sup-
port in producing the Folio. To Melinda Darer, our deep gratitude for your help and patience 
with all our last minute questions and bits of minutia, and to Elizabeth Cantor and Rita 
Kirsch for your support and answering the many emails that go back and forth.

Enjoy!


